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This paper describes the application of a neural network which was 
developed to perform a complex mapping [1). The network utilizes phase 
quadrature information by, essentially, embedding the impedance plane 
representation in a network structure. The focus is on the 
implementation of the network in an automated inspection environment for 
the detection and classification of defects in the presence of severe 
deterministic noise arising from grain boundaries, machining grooves, 
and geometrie discontinuities. We then go on to describe the possible 
use of chaotic oscillations for enhanced defect detection and the 
eventual marriage of chaotic oscillator phase plane data and the neural 
network for automated pattern recognition. 
REVIEW 
An investigation of neural networks was initiated because of a 
des ire to improve the automated eddy current inspection capability of 
the Retirement For Cause (RFC) system. There are several cases in which 
surface roughness, part geometry, or material noise make it difficult to 
detect flaws. The ability of neural networks to generalize from 
specific examples and to map a non-linear problem space offered a 
possible method for detecting flaw signals obscured by this 
deterministic noise. 
Analysis of inspection data indicated that phase information was 
important for defect detection in the presence of deterministic noise. 
In order to make best use of the data the Complex-valued Multi-layer 
Feed-Forward Network (CMFFN) was developed. The CMFFN embodies the 
complex relation in the network design; it does not have to depend on 
training to learn it. Instead of presenting real and imaginary values 
to a real-valued MFFN and hoping the network will learn the importance 
of the complex relation between the real and imaginary values, the 
relation is built in. This was done by replacing all input weight and 
activation values with complex va lues (see Fig.l), selecting a complex 
activation function, and deriving a complex error function for back-
propagation. Weights are updated according to equations 1 - 4, 
which are derived and discussed in [1,2,3]. 
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Testing showed the CMFFN to provide superior results compared to 
the real-valued MFFN in difficult inspections that required an 
understanding of phase relationships in the signal for proper 
classification. It also demonstrated the feasibility of designing a 
network to incorporate known input relationships into the network 
structure. In general, the neural network approach proved to be 
superior to more traditional approaches, such as threshold excursion, 
and held promise of solving some difficult inspections. 
APPLICATION 
The standard technique for automated eddy current inspection 
employs single channel threshold excursion in the time or frequency 
domain. Analog or digital filters, deconvolution, and pattern 
recognition are also sometimes used. The standard approach requires the 
inspection surface to be smooth and clean, the material not be noisy, 
and the inspection area not be too close to part geometries or 
discontinuities. Wh at was needed to improve inspection capability was a 
technique that was general enough to not require human intervention in 
order to adapt to each partjprobejinspection station. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Complex-valued Multi-layer Feed-Forward Network. 
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The network is now being used to inspect the inner fillet radius of 
the third LPT disk of the F100 engine. This area of the part is 
difficult to inspect because of machining chatter. The frequency of the 
chatter is often the same as the frequency of the flaw and the amplitude 
of the chatter varies (see Fig.2). The orientation of the probe for 
inspecting the inner radius fillet puts astrain on the probe mechanics 
which tends to amplify the usual probe variables, e.g. coil orientation, 
shoe friction, probe position. The network based technique was 
incorporated into a software procedure written to replace the standard 
procedure. 
The signal is processed be fore being presented to the network. 
First the horizontal channel is scaled to the vertical channel. Then a 
window of data is selected (64 samples), zero meaned, normalized and the 
edges of the window attenuated. Then the window is padded with zeros to 
512 samples for increased resolution and an FFT is performed. The 
rectangular output is scaled down and the first thirty terms, 
representing 0-300 Hz, are presented to the network. This process is 
repeated, sliding the data selection window along in steps of five data 
samples, until al l data has been processed. The network itself outputs 
a category indication and a confidence factor. The categories are 
noise, or flaw of size small, medium, or large. The confidence is an 
indication of how confident the network is of its category selection. 
Currently all processing is in software. Complete processing of a 7300 
sample inspection (representing a single 360 degree pass through the 
fillet) requires about 15 minutes on the inspection station. 
PROBLEMS/SOLUTIONS 
One of the difficulties with the CMFFN is that it is positio n 
sensitive, even though input data has been through an FFT, because the 
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Figure 2. Superimposed vertical and horizontal time domain signals from 
inspection of the inner radius fillet of the 3rd LPT disk 
showing defect indication. 
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phase data is used. As a result, a sliding window is applied to the 
inspection data and each window of data goes through the FFT. In order 
to reduce the processing time, the window is moved in steps greater than 
one sampie and the network is trained to recognize a flaw indication 
within a specified region, e.g. center of the window plus or minus three 
sampies. 
There can be significant variation in the inspection data from the 
same probe over time or from different probes of the same type. This 
variation can show up as change in overall amplitude, different signal 
to noise ratio and different vertical channel amplitude to horizontal 
channel amplitude ratio. Some of this variation is already compensated 
for by the ga in calibration routine which is part of an inspection, but 
variations which are significant to the working of the CMFFN are still 
evident. Some of the variation is due to positioning of the probe; the 
shape of the surface being inspected is such that a very small change in 
probe position can affect the signal generated by the probe by 
increasing lift-off. 
In order to compensate for variation in the vertical to horizontal 
ratio, the horizontal channel is scaled to the maximum value in the 
vertical channel. Variation in signal-to-noise ratio can be overcome by 
including examples from lower signal-to-noise data in the training set. 
Overall amplitude variation is compensated to some extent by using the 
ga in scale factor which is calculated by the ga in calibration routine 
and helps compensate for the fact that ga in adjustments can only be made 
in 4 db steps. 
Probe variation is a significant factor which must be controlled. 
Vibration may hit the re sonant frequency of the probe springs, causing 
an increase in noise. Probe shoe friction causes probe vibration which 
interacts with the chatter from the part. For this inspection the 
position of the probe is more critical because of the geometry of the 
inner radius fillet. Coil position within the probe becomes more 
important when positioning is critical. The shape of the shoe affects 
response to chatter and fit (position) in fillet. Different probes 
respond differently as the eddy current instrument gain increases. 
These variables require a combination of probe quality control and 
careful network training. 
Lack of good flaw data can make it difficult to train the network. 
Since the network will primarily be detecting fatigue cracks, not EDM 
notches, it is best to have a good selection of fatigue cracks of known 
location and size. This is difficult to come by, for obvious reasons. 
In the final training set there were twelve crack examples taken from 
induced cracks in IN100 (of which the LPT disk is made) flat plate 
specimens and twelve noise examples taken from a very noisy inspection 
of the disko Noise from the crack specimens was also included. 
The number of examples is not important in itself, but the examples 
must characterize the problem space. One can get a qualitative grasp of 
the problem space by examining a lot of inspection data. Being 
acquainted with the data can then help in selecting examples which are 
representative. Visual analysis of data along with examination of 
training results (in terms of classification and error associated with 
training on a particular example) aid in constructing a good training 
set. For example, if a training set appears to be converging but one 
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example consistently gives a very high error, it may be instructive to 
look at that example to see how it differs from the rest. One may then 
want to drop it from the training set for not being representative or 
include more examples with similar characteristics. Including more 
examples of the error producing characteristic may push the network to 
find a better solution more quickly. 
It was found that randomly selecting a large number of training 
presentations from a set of representative examples produced the best 
training file. Selections were made alternately from the representative 
noise and flaw inspection data. Flaw examples came from inspection of 
induced cracks on IN100 flat plates. Noise examples came from 
inspection of the 3rd LPT disk and the f1at plate data. An offset 
from -3 to 3 is selected randomly. The selected example is used as the 
training presentation with the window centered according to the offset. 
This hybrid training set produced good results when used for detection 
of EDM notches in the disk and in the reliability test. The reliability 
test produced a nearly flat POD curve starting at 12 mils. Training on 
the flat plate cracks works for detecting EDM notches in the part, as 
well. 
APPLICATION OF CHAOTIC OSCILLATORS TO DEFECT DETECTION 
Recently we have begun investigating the combination of chaotic 
oscillators and neural networks for enhanced defect detection and 
classification in the presence of noise. As studies over the last three 
decades have shown, non-linear chaotic systems demonstrate an extreme 
sensitivity to slight parameter or input changes. This sensitivity can 
be useful in the detection of defects. In particular, by constructing a 
series of coupled oscillators tuned to critical frequency components in 
the input waveform it is hypothesized one could discriminate very small 
defects indications in the presence of significant deterministic or 
random noise. In operation, these oscillators would be driven into or 
near the region of chaotic behavior. When a defect indication is 
introduced it would act to perturb the oscillators into or out of chaos 
with the resulting phase patterns indicating the presence and type of 
defect indication. Non-defect indications would leave the oscillators 
unperturbed. We have been able to demonstrate this behavior with the 
creation of a driven oscillator based on a simple pendulum. Two ca ses 
were examined. In one the oscillator was driven into astate of chaos 
and inputs drove it back into limit cycle behavior. In the other, the 
oscillator was driven to astate just prior to the advent of chaotic 
behavior and the input drove it into chaos. The input the oscillator 
was designed to detect was a sine wave in the presence of random 
Gaussian noise. The signal-to-noise ratio varied from of -3 to -18 
decibels. As is shown in Figures 3 - 18, the perturbation from the 
input drove the oscillator in and out of chaos while the random signal 
alone left the oscillator unchanged. Signal detection was possible down 
to a signal-to-noise ratio of -9 db for the limit cycle to chaos case 
and -15 db for the chaos to limit cycle case. 
The next step in our effort will be to combine the CMFFN with 
chaotic oscillators to allow characterization of the phase plane 
diagrams generated by the chaotic oscillators (see Fig. 19). This 
should allow an increase in the automated defect detection capability of 
the RFC system. 
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Fig. 5. Limit to chaos: random noise 
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Fig. 4. -3db sine wave . 
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Fig. 6. Limit to chaos: -3db S/N . 
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Fig. 7. Chaos to limit: random noise Fig. 8. Chaos to limit: -3db S/N. 
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Fig. 9 . -15db S/N sine wave. Fig . 10 . Chaos to limit: -15db S/N. 
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Fig . 13. Limit to chaos: -9db S/N. 
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Fig. 15. Chaos to limit: -9db S/N. 
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Fig. 17. -18 db S/N sine wave. 
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Fig . 12. -12db S/N sine wave . 
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Fig. 14. Limit to chaos: -12db S/N . 
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Fig . 16 . Chaos to limit: -12db S/N. 
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Fig. 18. Chaos to limit: -18db S/N. 
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Figure 19. Potential network configuration using coup1ed osci11ators and 
a CMFFN. 
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